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The City of Oran 

Part 1 

 
 
Algerian Arabic Translation: 

    

   اول () %$ و&$ %$ ا#"!ا��؟:س
� . ) #;2&01 ا#!اوج0 789#�ة .) ا#"!ا�� أ34 %$ %2&01 وه�ان و وه�ان .) ا#-�ب و ه:ع<8# �و ج8# =>? 0&3>

و تL743 ه) %@�و.0 بEJE% 3KC34 ،3KC31>7$ ب!اف، . وه�ان (3ب0 ب!اف. اGبF7 ا#;BCDE و %3() ب@27ة ?<= ا#;-�ب
�و.0 ب#3�اي@% 0O3P و =Q7CD;#3ب ،RK?3ت =Q7CD;#3ب L743و.0 ت�  . ا#@Q<07 تEJE% RK?3>0 و %@

 
 
English translation: 

 
S: First of all, where in Algeria are you from? 
A: I’m from Oran city. Oran is located in the west [of Algeria] and it’s the second biggest 
city in Algeria. It’s located by the sea – the Mediterranean Sea, and it is not very far from 
[the border with] Morocco. Oran is very beautiful. Also, it’s known for its people: its 
people are very open-minded and their mentality is an open one. It’s also known for its 
music and it’s especially known for Rai1 music.  
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1 Rai is considered the pop music of North Africa and it’s especially known in Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia. 
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